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Abstract
Identifying cognates is an interesting task with applications in numerous research areas, such as historical and comparative linguis-
tics, language acquisition, cross-lingual information retrieval, readability and machine translation. We propose a dictionary-based
approach to identifying cognates based on etymology and etymons. We account for relationships between languages and we extract
etymology-related information from electronic dictionaries. We employ the dataset of cognates that we obtain as a gold standard for
evaluating to which extent orthographic methods can be used to detect cognate pairs. The question that arises is whether they are able
to discriminate between cognates and non-cognates, given the orthographic changes undergone by foreign words when entering new
languages. We investigate some orthographic approaches widely used in this research area and some original metrics as well. We run
our experiments on the Romanian lexicon, but the method we propose is adaptable to any language, as far as resources are available.
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1. Introduction
Cognates are words in different languages having the same
etymology and a common ancestor. Investigating pairs of
cognates is very useful in historical and comparative lin-
guistics, in the study of language relatedness (Ng et al.,
2010), phylogenetic inference (Atkinson et al., 2005) and in
identifying how and to what extent languages changed over
time. In other several research areas, such as language ac-
quisition, bilingual word recognition (Dijkstra et al., 2012),
corpus linguistics (Simard et al., 1992), cross-lingual infor-
mation retrieval (Buckley et al., 1997) and machine trans-
lation (Kondrak et al., 2003), the condition of common ety-
mology is usually not essential and cognates are regarded
as words with high cross-lingual meaning and orthographic
or phonetic similarity.
In order to detect cognates, at least one dictionary contain-
ing etymology-related information is required for each of
the considered languages. Electronic dictionaries enable
the automatic or semi-automatic exploitation of the lin-
guistic knowledge they comprise in various research areas,
such as computational linguistics, lexicology and lexicog-
raphy, natural language processing, artificial intelligence
and data mining. The most useful electronic dictionaries in
computational linguistics are machine-readable dictionar-
ies (MRDs), which can be easily queried to retrieve data.
For Romanian, we use dexonline MRD, which is described
in detail in Section 3. The ideal situation is to use MRDs for
all languages, but we are restricted in our investigation by
the available resources. For foreign languages, we employ
on-line dictionaries, we identify patterns and we use regular
expressions to extract etymology-related information.
In this paper, we focus on etymology to identify cognates
for the Romanian lexicon and we use the term cognates in
a broader meaning, accounting for the word-etymon pairs
as well. Our motivation is that these pairs of words also
share a common ancestor, thus complying with the cog-
nates’ definition. For example, the Romanian word cam-
pion (champion) has Italian etymology and the etymon

campione, which has Latin etymology and the etymon cam-
pione(m). Thus, the Romanian word campion and the Ital-
ian word campione are cognates, as they share a common
Latin ancestor. We investigate cognate pairs for Roma-
nian and five other languages: French, Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese and Turkish. The first four in our list are Ro-
mance languages, and our intuition is that there are numer-
ous words in these languages which share a common an-
cestor with Romanian words. As for Turkish, we decided
to investigate the cognate pairs for this language because
many French words were imported in both Romanian and
Turkish in the 19th century, and we expect to find a large
number of Romanian-Turkish cognate pairs with common
French ancestors, which could provide a deeper insight into
the lexical similarity of the two languages.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
2. we analyse related work in this area. In Section 3. we
describe and evaluate our method for building a dataset of
multilingual cognates for the Romanian lexicon. In Section
4 we present one of the many possible applications for the
obtained dataset, namely its usage as gold standard for the
evaluation of orthographic approaches for cognates identi-
fication. Finally, in Section 5. we draw the conclusions of
our study and briefly describe our plans for extending the
method.

2. Related Work
There are three important aspects widely investigated in the
task of cognates identification: semantic, phonetic and or-
thographic similarity. They were employed both individu-
ally (Simard et al., 1992; Inkpen et al., 2005; Church, 1993)
and combined (Kondrak, 2004; Steiner et al., 2011) in or-
der to detect pairs of cognates across languages. For deter-
mining semantic similarity, external lexical resources, such
as WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), are required. For measur-
ing phonetic and orthographic proximity of cognate can-
didates, string similarity metrics can be applied, using the
phonetic or orthographic word forms as input. Various
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measures were investigated and compared (Inkpen et al.,
2005; Hall and Klein, 2010); Levenshtein distance (Leven-
shtein, 1965), XDice distance (Brew and McKelvie, 1996)
and longest common subsequence ratio (Melamed, 1995)
are among the most frequently used metrics in this field.
Algorithms for string alignment were successfully used for
cognates identification based on both their forms, ortho-
graphic and phonetic. Delmestri and Cristianini (2010)
used basic sequence alignment algorithms (Needleman and
Wunsch, 1970; Smith and Waterman, 1981; Gotoh, 1982)
to obtain orthographic alignment scores for cognate candi-
dates. Kondrak (2000) developed ALINE system, which
aligns words’ phonetic transcriptions based on multiple
phonetic features and computes similarity scores using dy-
namic programming. List (2012) proposed a framework
for automatic detection of cognate pairs, LexStat, which
combines different approaches to sequence comparison and
alignment derived from those used in historical linguistics
and evolutionary biology.
For Romanian, cognates among Romance languages were
mostly investigated, due to Romanian’s belonging to the
Romance family. Rı̂peanu (2001) built a parallel list
of about 1,000 cognates with Latin ancestors for Ro-
mance languages. Navlea and Todirascu (2011) ex-
tracted Romanian-French cognate pairs from a legal par-
allel corpus and Ciobanu and Dinu (2013) extracted
Romanian-French and Romanian-Italian cognate pairs
from a high-volume Romanian corpus of transcribed parlia-
mentary debates. However, to our knowledge, no such lists
of cognates were built for the entire Romanian lexicon.

3. Cognates Identification
In this section we present and evaluate the method we used
for building a dataset of cognates for Romanian and five
other languages: French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and
Turkish.

3.1. Method
Considering a set of words in a given language L, to identify
the cognate pairs between L and a related language L’ we
apply the strategy proposed by Ciobanu and Dinu (2013):
first, we determine the etymologies of the given words.
Then, we translate in L’ all words without L’ etymology.
We consider cognate candidates the pairs formed of input
words and their translations. Using electronic dictionaries,
we extract etymology-related information for the translated
words. To identify cognates we compare, for each pair
of candidates, the etymologies and the etymons. If they
match, we identify the words as being cognates. We assume
that etymons match even when they are different inflected
forms of the same word. For example, the Romanian noun
apostrof (apostrophe) has the Latin etymon apostrophus,
which is the nominative form, and its translation in Italian,
appostrofo, has the Latin etymon apostrophum, which is
the accusative form. Similarly, the Romanian verb admira
(to admire) has the Latin etymon admirare, which is the
active voice (to admire), and its translation in Italian, am-
mirare, has the Latin etymon admirari, which is the passive
infinitive (to be admired). We relax our etymon-matching
rule by disregarding final letters and we identify pairs such

as apostrof-appostrofo and admira-ammirare as being cog-
nates.

victoria (lat.)

victorie (rom.)

ety
mo
n etymon

cognates vittoria (it.)

Figure 1: Example of cognates and word-etymon pairs

Our solution for addressing cognates identification answers
Swadesh’s question, as cited by Campbell (2003): ”Given
a small collection of likely-looking cognates, how can one
definitely determine whether they are really the residue of
common origin and not the workings of pure chance or
some other factor?”, as we limit the analysis only to words
that share a common etymology, i.e. words that are known
to be related. In Figure 1 we provide an example: for
the Romanian word victorie, Romanian dictionaries report
Latin etymology and the etymon victoria. Because this
word does not have Italian etymology, we assume it might
have a cognate pair in Italian. Consequently, we translate
it in Italian, obtaining the word vittoria. We consider the
words victorie and vittoria cognate candidates. Using the
Italian dictionary we identify, for this word, Latin etymol-
ogy and the etymon victoria. We compare etymologies and
etymons for the Romanian word and its translation in Ital-
ian and, as they match, having a common ancestor (Latin)
and the same etymon (victoria), we identify them as a cog-
nate pair. Our method for cognates detection is represented
in Algorithm 1 and Figure 2.
For determining words’ etymologies we use dexonline1

MRD, which is an aggregation of over 30 Romanian dictio-
naries. By parsing its definitions, we are able to automati-
cally extract information regarding words’ etymologies and
etymons. The most frequently used pattern is shown below.

<abbr class="abbrev"
title="limba language_name">
language_abbreviation </abbr>
<b> origin_word </b>

As an example, we provide below an excerpt from a dex-
online entry which uses this pattern to specify the etymol-
ogy of the Romanian word exerciţiu (exercise). For most
words, etymological dictionaries offer a unique etymology,
but when more alternatives are possible (there are words
whose etymology was and remains difficult to ascertain),
dictionaries may provide multiple etymological hypothesis.
In our example, the word exerciţiu has double etymology:
Latin (with the etymon exercitium) and French (with the
etymon exercice).

<b>EXERCÍŢIU</b>
<abbr class="abbrev"
title="limba franceză">fr.</abbr>
<b>exercice</b>

1http://dexonline.ro
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Figure 2: Identification of word-etymon pairs and cognates
for languages L and L’

<abbr class="abbrev"
title="limba latină">lat.</abbr>
<b>exercitium</b>

For Italian2, French3, Spanish4, Portuguese5 and Turkish6

we extract relevant etymology-related information from
on-line dictionaries. We automatically simulate browser
functionality and user actions using HtmlUnit7 API, we
parse HTML pages, we identify patterns and we use regu-
lar expressions to extract etymologies and etymons for for-
eign words. We manually translate Romanian words using
Google Translate8.
In order to evaluate our automatic method for extracting
etymology-related information and for detecting related
words, we randomly excerpt 500 words for each of the
considered languages (Romanian, French, Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese and Turkish) and we manually determine their
etymologies. Then, we compare these results with the auto-
matically obtained etymologies and compute the accuracy
for etymology extraction for each language. We obtain the
following results: 95.45% accuracy for Romanian, 98% for
Italian, for 96.6% for French, 98.2% for Spanish, 99,8% for
Portuguese and, finally, 99.6% for Turkish.

3.2. Results
In Table 1 we report the number of words having an etymon
or a cognate pair in each of the five considered languages.

2http://www.sapere.it/sapere/dizionari
3http://www.cnrtl.fr
4http://lema.rae.es/drae
5http://www.infopedia.pt/lingua-portuguesa
6http://www.nisanyansozluk.com
7http://htmlunit.sourceforge.net
8http://translate.google.com

Algorithm 1 Identification of word-etymon pairs and cog-
nates for languages L and L’
1: Input: word w in L, language L′

2: determine etymologies and etymons for w:
(Lw1 , ew1), ..., (Lwp , ewp)

3: for each language Lwk in T = {Lw1 , ..., Lwp} do
4: if Lwk = L then
5: return (w, ewk )
6: end if
7: end for
8: translate word w in L′; let t be the translated word
9: determine etymologies and etymons for t:

(Lt1 , et1), ..., (Ltq , etq )
10: for (Lwi , ewi) in Pw = {(Lw1 , ew1), ..., (Lwp , ewp)} do
11: for (Ltj , etj ) in Pt = {(Lt1 , et1), ..., (Ltq , etq )} do
12: if Lwi = Ltj then
13: if ewi = etj then
14: return (w, t)
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: return ∅

We account only for lexems, leaving inflected form aside.
Therefore, we consider 136,733 words in our investigation.
Some of these words have cognate pairs or etymons in more
than one language. 4,124 Romanian words in dexonline
have an etymon or a cognate pair in all four Romance lan-
guages. The lists of cognates are available from the authors
on request.

]words ]etymons ]cognates
FR 53,347 52,868 479
IT 13,377 9,874 3,503
ES 7,780 2,181 5,599
PT 10,972 1,318 9,654
TR 4,608 2,307 2,301

Table 1: Statistics for the Romanian lexicon

In Table 2 we provide statistics regarding the common an-
cestors of Romanian words and their cognates in French,
Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and Turkish. In the 19th cen-
tury, numerous French words entered the Romanian lexi-
con. Therefore, a significant number of words are reported
in the Romanian dictionaries as inherited from French. This
is why the number of Romanian-French cognates (”pure”
cognates) is much lower than the number of words with
French etymons.

4. Application: Evaluation of Orthographic
Approaches for Cognates Identification

We employ the dataset of cognates that we obtain as a gold
standard for evaluating the performances of orthographic
methods in the task of cognates identification. Detect-
ing cognates based on etymology is useful and reliable,
but for resource-poor languages more automated meth-
ods which require less linguistic knowledge might be nec-
essary. We are interested in determining the extent to
which lexical metrics can discriminate between cognates
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FR IT ES PT TR
Arabic - 10 15 13 4
English 3 57 94 195 158
French - 547 455 1,925 1,157
German - 16 14 10 -
Greek - 221 - 1,366 410
Hebrew - - 1 - -
Italian 1 - 143 238 -
Latin 475 2,606 4,874 5,815 572
Persian - 1 - 2 -
Polish - - - 2 -
Portuguese - 3 - - -
Provencal - 1 3 4 -
Russian - 4 - 6 -
Spanish - 34 - 72 -
Turkish - 3 - 6 -
Total 479 3,503 5,599 9,654 2,301

Table 2: Statistics regarding the common ancestors of iden-
tified cognate pairs

and non-cognates, given the orthographic changes under-
gone by foreign words when entering new languages. Rules
for adapting foreign words to the orthographic system of
target languages might not have been very well defined
in their period of early development, but they may have
since become complex and specific. The orthographic ap-
proach relies on the idea that sound changes leave traces in
the orthography and alphabetic character correspondences
represent, to a fairly large extent, sound correspondences
(Delmestri and Cristianini, 2010). Therefore, we believe
these experiments are interesting and show one of the many
possible applications for the dataset of cognates for the Ro-
manian lexicon.

4.1. Similarity: Cognates vs. Etymons
A question that naturally arises is whether word-etymon
pairs are closer, from an orthographic point of view, than
cognate pairs. We compute the pairwise edit distance for
related words and we report the overall results for cognates
and word-etymon pairs in Table 3. For French, degrees of
similarity are lower between cognate pairs than between
word-etymon pairs, while for the other languages the op-
posite is true: words are closer to their etymons than to
their cognate pairs. Many words have undergone transfor-
mations by the augmentation of language-specific diacritics
when entering a new language. From an orthographic per-
spective, the resemblance of words is lower between words
with diacritics than between words without diacritics. For
example, the similarity computed by subtracting the value
of the normalized edit distance from 1 is lower for the Ro-
manian word amiciţie (friendship) and its French cognate
pair amitié than for their corresponding forms without dia-
critics, amicitie and amitie:

Sim(amiciţie, amitié) = 0.5 and Sim(amicitie, amitie) = 0.75,

For this reason, we report the similarity of word-etymon
and cognate pairs in two versions of their forms: with and
without diacritics.

word-etymon pairs cognate pairs
with

diacritics
without

diacritics
with

diacritics
without

diacritics
FR 0.72 0.77 0.62 0.69
IT 0.73 0.76 0.75 0.77
ES 0.53 0.57 0.76 0.79
PT 0.49 0.53 0.77 0.81
TR 0.63 0.69 0.74 0.76

Table 3: Word-cognate vs word-etymon overall pairwise
similarity

4.2. Orthographic Approaches

We employ our method of identifying cognates to evalu-
ate the extent to which lexical similarity can be used for
automatic detection of cognate pairs. We investigate some
orthographic approaches widely used in this research area
and some original metrics as well (edit distance, longest
common subsequence ratio and XDice distance). Due to
the limited space constraints, we only report the results ob-
tained by edit distance, which achieved best performances
overall.
We excerpt from the lexicon, for each of the five languages,
random samples of 5,000 words which have a cognate pair
in the related language and 5,000 which do not have such
matching pair. We match these latter words with their trans-
lations. Thus, we obtain a sample of 10,000 pairs of words
for each language, 5,000 pairs of cognates and 5,000 pairs
of non-cognates. The only exception is Turkish, for which
the number of cognates is lower than needed. Therefore,
we select a random sample of 9,000 pairs of words, 4,500
pairs of cognates and 4,500 pairs of non-cognates for this
language. We consider both versions of each dataset, with
and without diacritics.
We split data into stratified train/test sets with a ratio of 4:1.
We compute the normalized lexical distances for each pair
of words. We follow a strategy similar to that proposed by
Inkpen et al. (2005): we use the computed values as fea-
tures, for each metric individually and we apply a fast deci-
sion tree learner implemented in Weka9 workbench (Hall et
al., 2009), namely REPTree. We set the value of the max-
imum tree depth to 1 and perform 10-fold cross-validation
in order to select the best threshold for discriminating be-
tween cognates and non-cognates. Using the best threshold
feature values selected for each metric and language, we
further classify the pairs of words in our test set as cognates
or non-cognates. In Table 4 we report the results obtained
by edit distance on both train and test set.
Levenshtein distance obtains better performances than
the other metrics, discriminating between cognates and
non-cognates with highest accuracy in both versions of the
test set, with and without diacritics. Highest accuracy val-
ues on both versions of the test set, with and without dia-
critics, are obtained for Turkish, which reaches a maximum
of 89.5 accuracy, using the edit distance and a threshold of
.6 when diacritics are not accounted for.

9http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
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FR IT ES PT TR
a) 78.1|.6 72.4|.6 73.6|.6 69.0|.6 87.7|.7
b) 77.5|.6 74.0|.5 73.6|.6 69.5|.6 88.5|.6
c) 76.6 71.1 74.4 69.5 88.1
d) 76.2 72.4 74.5 69.4 89.5

Table 4: Results for edit distance on train and test set:
a) cross-validation accuracy|best threshold when diacritics
are accounted for;
b) cross-validation accuracy|best threshold when diacritics
are not accounted for;
c) accuracy on test set when diacritics are accounted for;
d) accuracy on test set when diacritics are not accounted
for

FR IT ES PT TR
language

70

75

80

85

a
cc
u
ra
cy

with diacritics
without diacritics

Figure 3: Highest accuracy for each language on both ver-
sions of the test set

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we proposed a dictionary-based approach to
identifying cognates based on etymology and etymons. We
accounted for relationships between languages and we ex-
tracted etymology-related information from electronic dic-
tionaries. As an application, we employed the dataset of
cognates that we obtained as a gold standard for evaluating
to which extent orthographic methods can be used to detect
cognate pairs. Our results show that the edit distance dis-
criminates between cognates and non-cognates with high-
est accuracy, obtaining slightly better performances when
diacritics are not accounted for.

citrus (lat.)

citrique (fr.)

ety
mo
n etymon

cognates cítrico (pt.)

citric (rom.)

et
ym
o
n

Figure 4: Example of more remotely related words

In our future work, we intend to develop a semi-automatic
module for the word translation step in our method, based
on a thorough preliminary analysis of the existing tools,
such as GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) or Moses (Koehn
et al., 2007). We further plan to to extend our research to
more languages, in order to cover a wider variety of lin-
guistic families. Regarding our dataset of cognates, a pos-
sible improvement concerns the words which are more re-
motely related. In Figure 4 we provide an example: the
Romanian word citric has French etymology and the ety-
mon citrique, which has Latin etymology and the etymon
citrus, and the Portuguese word cı́trico has Latin etymol-
ogy as well and the etymon citru-. Therefore, citrique and
cı́trico have a common etymon, while citric and citrico
have a more remote common ancestor. In this paper we
considered word-etymon pairs and cognates with common
etymons, but words having common ancestors more remote
in the line of descent are also worth being investigated.
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